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Program note: 
 

Santiago de Compostela is the final western destination of the mediæval pilgrimage route, the Camino de Santiago, across north Spain. 
Named after the Apostle James (Saint James = Santiago), it acquired the suffix ‘de Compostela’ because of a local legend: Saint James 
was killed by Herod Agrippa in the year 44; because burial in Palestine was forbidden, his disciples reputedly transported his body 
by boat to the Spanish coast—to the Roman port Iria Flavia—and buried his body on a nearby hill. In 813 the hermit Pelagius “heard 
music, and saw a bright light” in the sky above that same hillside, and it came to be known as ‘Campus Stellae’, field of the star, in 
Spanish Compostela. Another possible derivation comes from the Latin: componere, to bury. 
 
The Roman name for this most north-western part of Spain was ‘Finis Terrae’, ‘end of the world’. This name endures as Cape 
Finisterre, the bleak cliff that ends the pilgrimage route on the coast—the farthest western point of mainland Europe.  
 
While this might all seem eminently appropriate for an instrument as ecclesiastical as the organ, I had a rather less pious vision as I 
wrote the piece. Compostela has always reminded me of the night sky, of our view of the galaxy; ‘the Milky Way’ was the nickname 
for the Roman trade route that became the Camino, famously referred to in Buñuel’s film about the pilgrimage route, la Voie Lactée. 
And beyond the galactic rim, the finis terrae, is the intergalactic void, the dark night of souls far vaster than our own. 
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Duration: circa 18 minutes 
 

 
Performance notes 

 
 

1 Accidentals only apply to the notes they immediately precede. 
 

2 The given metronomic tempi arise from the proportions of the work’s architecture and are mostly on the fast side. 
Performance tempi should be chosen to suit the musical character of sections (ie, toccata-like, or plainsong-like), while 
trying both to retain the sectional contrast, and avoid making the music lethargic. 
 

3 This piece is written for a THREE manual instrument, with normal C’ to f’ pedalboard. Written range for all three manuals is 
C’ to g’’’. In sections which use only 4’ and higher, it is permissible, where practical, to play the section an octave higher and 
use 8’. Please, no transpositions of anything shorter than a whole section.  
 

4 No metre is indicated for bars. Slashes indicate elapsing beats, but they are not assembled into bars. Barlines indicate 
SECTIONS, and are numbered. Interpolated pedal solos do not carry separate section numbers so as to emphasise their 
parenthetical character—they should be played as ‘shove-ins’. 
 

5 Written dynamic range is ppp—pp—p—mf—f—ff—fff—ffff (note, no mp). These are only guides, however; choice of 
timbre is more important than actual volume of sound. 
 

6 Wherever ambiguous, new attacks are flagged by accidentals, whether strictly necessary or not. Sustains from one line to 
the next also carry accidentals; these are (usually) bracketed—they do not imply a new attack. 
 

7 Notated rhythm predicates a degree of performer rubato, although this should not be exaggerated. Commas indicate 
momentary pauses, “breaths”, perhaps. Additional pauses may be introduced at barlines, but not so as to interrupt the 
music’s flow.  
 

8 The other meaning that commas frequently have, is to underline the durational end of sustained notes. Although the 
notated note-length provides the necessary information as to where the sound should end, I have in some cases added a 
comma as a visual aid. 
   

9 Note that the irrational rhythms 3:2 and 9:8  are interchangeable—9:8 is simply the ‘compound time’ version of 3:2, that is, 
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it is a beat divided into three, and each triplet is then also divided into three. NB: the 9:8 irrational does not always phrase as 
three groups of three. 
  

10 There are several basic musics in this piece, which all undergo various permutations and evolutions. As far as possible, use 
similar registrations for each appearance of related material, with appropriate modifications to reflect local tensions, 
dynamics, and so on. All registrational indications are suggestions only. The piece’s ur-soundworld should be austere.   
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